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A thorough search of library Literature^ reveals that some
expression of concern for periodical literature in the field of religion
has recurrently been in the form of surv^« In 193$f Frank K* Walter
published a study he conducted relative to the popularity of religious
periodicals. From a cross>sectlon of 3U public^ college and university
libraries, it was revealed that most of these libraries did not subscribe
to sectarian periodicals; several of these libraries, hcwever, accepted
such periodicals as gifts. These libraries kept and displayed the more
recent periodicals while they destroyed or gave away older issues. In
the larger university libraries, periodicals were kept for the purpose
of research. According to this survey, the most popular ten periodicals
in descending order were: Christian Century, Ccmmonweal, Hibbert Journal,
Missionary Review of the World. Journal of Religion, Religious Education.
Catholic World, Christian Herald America and Harvard Theological Review.^
The next atten^t at surveying religious periodicals dealt with
the indexing of the literature'.
"Protestant magazines were the most sadly
lacking in indexes, while the Catholic
Periodical Index had had a brief but pre¬
carious existence, and the Jewish Hasid's
Index was selective and incosyilete for any
one magazine.*3
^library literature (New York: H.W. Wilson Compaiqr, 1921-1963).
^Frank E. Walter, "Religious Periodicals in Public, College and
University Libraries," libraiy Journal, IX (August, 1935)> 602-603.
3Ruth Sleben-Morgen, "Next: A Religious Ii^ex?" Library Journal,
mi (September, 1937), 67U.
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Investigation for the con^ilation of a religiovis literature
index conunenced under the guidance of the American Idbraxy Association
in 1936. Of some 372 magazines^ Christendom headed the poptilarity list,
foUoired by Religion in Life which tied with the International Journal
of Religious Education*^ Some 18 years later, “the first volume of the
Index to Religious Literature, 19U9~52," was pviblished*^ This monumen¬
tal work was eon^leted under the direction of the American Theological
library Association and may aptly be referred t o as one of the most
useful tools in the field of religious periodical literature*
Brief History of Institutions In the
Atlanta Ifaiversity Center
The organization of the Atlanta University Center hcui its
inception with the affiliation of the institutions kncwn as Spelman
College, Morehouse College and Atlanta IMversity, the gradtiate and
professional work to be conducted by Atlanta IMiversity, the under¬
graduate work to be done by Morehouse College and Spelman College .3
This nucleus later expanded to include Clark College, Morris Brown
College and the graduate seminary known as the Interdenominational
Theological Center (Gammon Theolc^ical Seminary, Phillips School of
Theology, Turner Theolc^lcal Seminary and the School of Religion of
Morehouse College)*^ From this amalgamation there are two graduate
schools and four colleges of liberal arts'* Each of these institutions
llbld,
2j* StiUson Judah, “Report of the Committee on Fezdodical Index-
ing*“ American Theological Library Association, Summary of Proceedings*
Eighth Annual Conference, (June 195U)> 3*
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3Atlanta IMversity* Atlanta, Georgia* Catalog, 1961-62* pp* 22-
^Ibid., p* 23*
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IndlTldually maintains its own library, except Morehouse College. The
Trevor Anaett library of Atlanta IMiversity serves as the central
resoiurce library for all these institutions.
The inauguration of Spelman College conmenced among the Southern
freedmen of Atlanta under the guidance of Miss Sophia Packard, a
representative of the Wcmten's American Baptist Home Mission Society of
New England, and Miss Harriet Giles, a friend of Miss Packard. The date
of founding is given as l88l. As a result of gifts and cash donations,
especially from Mr. John D. Rockefeller, this college today stands fore¬
most among vcnaens* colleges in the nation.^
Morehouse College had its beginnings as an "institution for the
education of young men for coastructive leadership and service, in the
year 1867." This college started under the auspices of the American
Baptist Home Mission Society of New Tork. At first it was called the
Augusta Institute; idien it was relocated in Atlanta it was called the
Atlanta Baptist Seminary, and later the Atlanta Baptist College. Its
present name is in honor of one of its former corresponding secretaries
and benefactosrs.^
Atlanta IMiversity is a non-sectarian Institution which began
work under its present name in I869 but which actually dates back to a
commencement at the Jenkins Street Churched Carbox in 186^. As
indicated in its charter, the purpose behind the establishment of this
institution was for, "the liberal and Christian education of youth."3
^Spelman College. Atlanta, Geozgla. Catalog^ 1960-62. p. 8.
^Morehouse College. Atlanta^ Georgia. Catalog. 1962-63. pp. 23-
2li.
3Atlanta University, op. cit'.« p. 22.
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The North Georgia Conference of the African Methodist Episcopal
Church in l88l gave birth to Morris Brown College as "an Institution of
learning for the Christian education of Negro boys and girls." Among
the notable changes in this college vas the addition or merger of
Williams Business College in 1932.^
In honor of Bishop Davis W. Clark^ the institution presently
known as Clark College was founded by tiie Freedman's Aid Society of the
Methodist Episcopal Church in 1869* Itoder the charter of "Clark
University" this institution piarsued a prc^ram designed to provide the
means of developing men and women who would "be affable and refined in
manner, keen and critical in Intellect, sensitive and appreciative in
nature, Christian in character, broad in interests, efficient in woz^,
and useful to society."^
Hailed as "one of the most significant pa^ojects in cooperative
theolc^ical education in America," the InterdenominatiGnal Theol^ieal
Center is the newcomer in the Atlanta University Center. I.T.C. was
founded in 1957 through the cooperation of four different denominations,
the Methodist, Baptist, Christian Ifethodist Episcopal and African
Ifethodist E^8copal.3 While this Theological Center "places primazy
emphases on the pulpit and pastoral ministry," it "seeks to prepare i^n
and women for various fields of Christian service."^
^Morris Brown College. Atlanta, Georgia. Catalog. 1962-63* p* 26.
^lark College. Atlanta, Georgia. Catalog. 1963* pp* 15*’16.
^Interdenominational Theological Center. Atlanta, Georgia.
Catalog. 1962. p. U".
^Ibld.. p. 20
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Religloos Periodicals In the Field of Religion
IMLike the union catalog in the Trevor Arnett library for books
in the libraries of the Atlanta Thiiversity Center^ there is no list for
patrons to determine the complete holdings of periodicals in the
respective libraries of the participating institutions* To examine the
records of periodicals, each library in the Center must be consulted
individually and, if possible, a student may reflect visdom by a
personal visit to the stacks, since records of the periodicals holdings
are not quite complete'*
A personal preliminary Investigation indicated that:
1* A portion of the periodical literature in the field of
religion which belongs to the Interdenominational Theological Center is
stored in the Old Gammon Theological Seminary Administration Building
located in the southeast section of Atlanta* Scmie periodicals dating
back for more than 100 years are stored in the attic of this building*
Some of these periodicals are not duplicated in the current titles of
the Center, even though they are indexed in several reputable periodical
indices'*
2* There are currently 239 periodical titles in the field of
religion found in the Atlanta University Center* Fourteen are held by
Clark College, 23^ by the Interdenominational Theological Center, 12 by
Morris Brown College, and 98 by Atlanta University*
3* Forty-three titles or approximately 19 per cent of all
periodicals in the field of religion in the Center are dvplicates*
Thirty-one of these are held by two of these institutions, eight are in
three of these instituticais, one is in four, and two of these periodicals
are found in five of these institutions*
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U* Methods of handling periodicals in the field of religion
differed from institution to institution# Mhere one instituticui would
discard a non-current periodical, another would keep it for exchange,
distribute it to its faculty, or keep and bind it#
Characteristics of the Curricula in the Field of Religion
The Spelman College Catalog carries four coxurses in religion
with the cmnulatiwe value of 18 credit hours# Only two of these courses,
a Survey of the Christian Religion, and World Religions are actually
offered at Spelman Collie# Of the remaining two, a Survey of Religioi^
and Philosophy is taught at Clark College, and Religion, is taught at
Iforehouse College"#!
The Morehouse College Catalog on the other hand lists nine
courses with the cumulative value of 30 credit hours# All of these
courses are offered by this institution fori
(1) Those vho have a genuine interest in religion
as an intellectual discipline and who desire to
develop some acquaintance with this body of
knowledge#
(2) Those students who are looking forward to a
professional career in religion#*
These courses are Religion, The Life and Teachii^s of Jesus, The
Etlghth Century Prophets, Major Biblical Ideas, Psychology of Religion,
The Christian Faith and the Cultural Crisis, The Sociolc^ of Religion,
and Philosophy and Religion#^
The Morris Brown College Bulletin lists 11 courses in religion
with an aggregate of 36 credit hours# Representarive of the courses
^Spelman College, op# cit#, p# 73*
^Morehouse College, op# cit.j p# 121.
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offered by this institvtfcion are: The Bible in life and Practice, life
and Teachings of Jesus, Theory and Principles of Missions, Organization
and Administration (Chxirch School), Teaching values of the Prophets,
Science and the Christian Faith, Psychology of Religions, and The Negro
Church*^
The Clark College Bulletin records nine courses in the field of
religion* The total credit for these eouz^es is 22 hours'* Courses
offered aret Survey of Religion and Philosophy, Life and Teachings of
Jesus, Introduction to Eighth Centxiry Prophets, Youth Work in the
Church, Psychology of Religion, World Religions, Introduction to
Regions Education, and Seminar in Religion and Philosophy^
Atlanta I&iiverslty offers no courses in religioiu The only
graduate courses offered in the Center in religion are conducted by the
Interdenominational Theological Center* The Bulletin of this Institution
indicates graduate courses in the fields of Biblical Studies, Historical
Stvidles, Theological Studies, and Practical Studies'*3 One hundred and
twenty-eight courses are offered in these fo\ir general fields*
Purpose, Scope and Significance
The primary purpose of this survey was to develop a union list
of the religious periodicals found in the libraxles of the Atlanta
Tkdverslty Center* This has included a ccsaplete listing and location of
all titles, a statement of the holdings of each title by date of volumes,
an indication of any gs^s as well as irtiether or not volumes were bound.
^Morris Brown College, op* cit*. p* 72*
^Clark College, op* cit*, p. 92*
3lnterden(mdnational Theological Center, op* cit*, p* 39*
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vere oa microfiln^ and where any titles are Indexed*
In addition, this surv^ has indicated the individual Ubrarj's
practices of acquiring^ processing and servicing religious periodicals*
It does not include newspapers such as the Christian Science Monitor*
It Includes only those peirlodlcals listed by one or more of 'ttie 18 rep¬
utable guides and indices used in this survey to Justify the rating of
many titles as periodicals in the field of rdJLgion* Additional titles
such as the A*M»E* Magazine and the A*M*E« Review, which are not listed
in these guides and indices, but are generally regarded as religious
titles, were also included*
Interest in this research project was stimulated by Ifrs* Annette
L* Phinazee, Special Services librarian of the Trevor Arnett library and
lb's* Evah 0* Eincheloe, librarian of the InterdenomLnational Theological
Center* Both of these librarians had been concerned about the iiiherent
problems Involved and the inadequate service rendered because of the lack
of a uni(m list of religious periodicals in the Atlanta l&ilversity Center*
It is hoped that this Chlon list will have a more far reaching service
value to other institutions of higher learning as a reference tool or a
selecting guide*
Methodology
A Judgement of what periodicals coinprised pertinent material was
made relative to ooB^parison with a checklist drawn from l8 widely
sanctioned periodical guides and indices that treat the field of religion
for college and university libraries (see Appendix A). In addition the
the writer followed the guidance of librarians in selecting the titles
carried by the institutions in the Atlanta University Center which were
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not listed in the guides and indices*
The periodical file of each of the institutions (and the stacks
when necessary) were exaiained and pertinent information was recorded on
the checklist* This checklist included the name of each periodical^ the
institutions which possessed that title^ the coo^lete holdings of each
title hy date of volumes^ an indication of all gaps, a notation as to
whether these volumes were bounds unbound or on microfilm and the
sources in which the titles were indexed* This project also noted
whether a periodical was being currently received (see Appendix C)* An
explanation of abbreviations used in this project is in Appendix 6*
A questionnaire was sent to each chief librazlan to determine
-idiat practices were Involved in the technical processing of these
periodicals'* This included acquisitloning, processing and servicing
(see Appendix D)*
Quantitative Measurement of Religious Periodical
Holdings
In treating the quantitative aspects of this survey, the major
concern was in finding out how many religious periodicals were in the
Atlanta University Center, and the holdings of each title to date
(I96U)'* The first essential step in finding out the quantity of
periodical literature in the field of rellgiai involved a pooling of
titles from 18 selected guides sosd indices (see Appendix A) known as
reputable listings of religious titles for colleges and universities,
2uid CQoqposing a checklist* The writer relied heavily iq>(» the use of
such guides and indices with the hope of getting as accurate as possible
a picture of periodicals in the field* It is to be noted that nearly
25 years ago, McDiarmid also concluded that "the use of different
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bibliographies in the same field insures against the prejudice of a
single list and makes more for coBqpleteness*’'^
After all the guides and indices were cumulated^ a coIl^)arison
of the pooled titles against the periodical files and stacks of each
library revealed titles in these libraries which were listed by one or
more of the 18 sources* A complete listing is shewn in Appendix C*
This analysis of the Center'^ religiotis periodicals found in
one or more of the Indices and guides used in this study produced a
total of 26U periodicals* An analysis of this listing in terms of the
various institutions revealed that the Interdenominational Theological
Center held 233 or approximately 88*2 per cent of the 26U titles* Clai^c
College held 13 or approximately lj.'*9 per cent, Atlanta University held
or 2l**5 per cent, Morris Brown College had 12 or approximately
per cent, and Spelman College had six or approximately 2*2 per cent of
them (see Table 1)* Fcarty-one titles were duplicatedj some titles were
duplicated as many as four times, for exa^le, the Christian Century*
Concordia Theological Monthly and the International Jovumal of Religious
Education'*
TABIE 1





Interdenominational Theological Center 233 88*2
Atlanta Itoiversity 2li;9
Clark College 13 h.9
Morris Brown College 12 V*5
Spelman College 6 2*2
lErrett W* McDiarndd, Ibe library Survey (Chicago: American
library Association, 19U0), p* 108*
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statement of Holdings of Rellgiotis Pertodicals
A listing of the holdings of each title found in the respective
librazd.es is shcnm in Appendix C« The latter indicates religious
periodical holdings by date^ it also notes whether or not a periodical
is currently taken^ whether or not it is bound and the gaps within the
runs of the various titles* This phase of the project was also
conducted with the aid of the periodicals records and an investigation
of the stacks of the respective libraries'*
Of the 26U titles treated in this suz*vey as rellgioiis
periodicals, 16? or 63*2 per cent of them are currently received in the
five libraries and the bulk of them az% found in Atlanta thziversity and
the Interdenominational Theological Center* Current titles may be
id^tified by a dash (>} following the listing of holdings 1^ date* The
111? titles that have been bound to date represent ^5*6 per cent of the
26U titles'* Nineteen titles are bound by two or three of the
Instituticms in the Center* Among these are the Christian Centtny, the
International Jonwial of Religious Education and Religious Education*
table 2
FC3RMATS OF THE 26U RELIGIOUS PERIODICALS
Periodicals NusAters Per Cent
Currently Received 167 63.2
Bound ll^7 55.6
Ikibound 112 U2*2
On Film 9 3.8
Inconqplete Ruzzs 58 21*8
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It is also apparent that 112 titles or U2»2 per cent of aH these
religious titles are not usually bound* Seventy^^three titles or
approximately 65*1 of these 112 unbound titles are among periodicals
currently received^ Nine titles are presently available on microfilm
(see Table 2)'*
CHAPTER U
METHODS CP TECHNICAL PROCESSINQ
In order to obtain a full understanding of the rarious practices
and policies involved in the technical processing of the periodicals or
irhat Osborn calls^ "the overall organization of serial vork«"^ in the
libraries of the Atlanta University Center^ questionnaires vere sent to
each chief librarian in the Center (see Appendix D)« This chapter deals
with the information gleaned from the five librarians* responses* It is
arranged to include the practices of acqulsitioning, processing and
servicing* Since these terms are subject to more than one form of
interpretation^ it seems essential to define them as thqy are used in
this chapter* Acquisitionlng is ***'*the means by which additions are
made to the library's collection'*"^ This definition carries with it
the implications of a budget^ a division for processing, staff for
processing periodicals, and the selection of periodicals* Processing
will be recognized as methods of catalc^ing and classifying, accession¬
ing and displaying and the utilization of the recording forms'* Servicing
will be regarded as the formalities involved in making periodicals
available for the patron after acquisitioning and processing have been
conpleted.
^Andrew D* Osborn, Serial Publications; Their Place and Treat¬
ment in libraries (Chicagos American library Association, 19^5 )s p« 21*
^Gertrude Wulfekoetter, Acquisition Work: Processes Involved in




Wilson and Tauber, in the University library< indicated that the
acquisitions pr<^raa that will best sezre an educational system will
"••'•involve all members of the university community,"^ The responses to
the questions regarding acquisitions policies and practices are shown in
Tables 3 and U« All five of the librarians responded to the question¬
naire and th^ reported that they treat religious periodicals Just as
they treat all other periodicals during the acquisitions process^ The
proportion of the budgets for religious periodicals ranged from less
than five per cent at Spelman College to 20 per cent at the Inter-
dencmiinational Theological Center* The Atlanta University Library is
the only one which has a special periodicals division and staff member
for the processing and servicing of periodicals; however, the Morris
Brown College LLbraary does have a special division and staff member for
servicing theou
Table k indicates that the selection of religious pezlodicals
in all five institutions is based on Uie advice of factaty members and
on the curriculvoa of each institution* Three libraries also based
their selection on the traditions of their institutions, these were
Atlanta.University, Morris Brown College and Spelman College* Systematic
checking of the existing collection against bibliographies is practised
at Atlanta Ihiiversity, Clark College and the Interdenominational
Theol<^cal Center* The routine checking of advertisements is followed
by two institutions, Clark College and the Interdenominatioxial
Theological Center* The libraries which base their selection on the
^Lotiis Round Wilson and Maurtce F* Tauber, The University
Library; Its Organizationa Administration and Functions (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 19k^)f p* 316*
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requests of students are Spelaan College, Morris Brown College and
Claz^c College, and, selection on the basis of the holdings of the other
libraries within the Center is made by Spelman College, Atlanta
IMversity and Clark College.
Processing
The libraries in the Center do not catalog nor classic their
periodicals* They are incorporated by checking them on record cards'*
Few librarians seem to agree that the cataloging and classification of
periodicals is a simple matter* Osborn partially describes this by
saying that "serials run the gamut from the straight forward to the
wayward, if not downright perrrerse*"! More expesrt advice also seems to
Indicate that the "classification of periodicals seems to be an
unnecessary technicality in a small college*"2
Four of the libraries used the visible index which is recog¬
nized as a very satisfactory means of keeping records* Two used card
files or a combination of the visible index and the card file* In all
of the libraries concerned, the periodicals are displsyed and ft^hey may
be found on racks, shelves, tables, desks and even on bvilletin boards*
lOsbom, op* cit., p* 121*
^Helen Sheehan, The Small College library (Westminster, Maryland;
Newman Press, 1963), pp* 8$-86*
TABLE 3
RESPONSES FROM LIBRARIANS IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITr CENTER














perlocfi-cals sane as all other
periodicals Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Percentage of budget spent on
rellgloas. periodicals Less than 5 10 5 20
Library loalntalns a special
division for processing
periodicals No Yes No No No
Library nalntains a special
division for servicing
periodicals No Yes Yes No No
Library has a special staff
neniber for processing
periodicals No Yes Yes No No
Library has a special staff
member for servicing
periodicals No Yes Yes No No
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periodicals based cai the
3*eqaests of students Yes No Yes Yes No
Selection of rellgloas
periodicals based on the
holdings of the other
institutions vlthln the




Table 5 shows the various responses from the five librarians in
regard to the sez*vicing of periodicals* The libraides of Spelman College
and Clark College provide open shelves for all current periodicals;
Atlanta University and the Interdenominational Theolc^ical Center pro¬
vide open shelves for some current periodicals and Morris Brown College
does not have any open shelves* The Clark College library provides
open shelves for all back issues, the Interdenominational Theological
Center provides open shelves for some back Issues and the other
libraries in the Center do not make such provision*
In response to the question of what is done with duplicate
copies of religious periodicals, Spelman College gives some to Atlanta
Ikiiversity when they are needed to con^lete sets, others are either
used for clipping or they are discax^ied* Atlanta University keeps many
duplicate copies, while Morris Brown College binds the duplicate set if
it is complete* Clark College follows the procedure of giving the
title to the Department of Religion and Philosophy, and the Interdenomina¬
tional Theological Center places its duplicate copies on the American
Theological Library Association's Periodical Exchange List*
Conditions for discarding periodicals at three libraries are
related to the value of the titles* Those not of permanent value are
discarded by Spelman College, Atlanta Ihiversity and the
Interdenominational Theological Center* Spelman and Clark Colleges
also discard periodicals because of the lack of space in the libraries*
Periodicals that are not indeoced are also discarded "by Spelman College*
The Interdenominational Theological Center also discards periodicals
either becaiise th^ are not of permanent interest or because another
table: 5
BESPONSES FROM LIBRARIANS IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITI CENTER














Library provides open shelves
for current periodicals Yes San» No Yes Some
Library provides open shelves
for back issues of
periodicals
No No No Yes Some

















































































Sold as waste paper
Llbrar7 would lead itself
to cooperative policy of
Acqulsitloning Tes Yes No No Possibly
Discarding les No No Yes Yes
Binding Yes Yes No Yes Yes
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library in the Center keeps the title permanently*
Atlanta Tkiiversity, Spelman College and Morris Brown College
follow the policy of using discards for clipping* In the case of
Atlanta University, discards are given to the Reference Department for
clipping* Those that Spelraan College and Morris Brown College do not
clip are given to students'* The Interdenominational Theological Center
sells its discarded periodicals as waste paper, and Clark College sends
them to the Department of Religion and Pbilosoj^'*
A final question was asked in order to arrive at the possibili^
of cooperative action among the libraries in the Center concerning the
acquisitioning, discazxiing and binding of religious periodicals* Two
librarians were positive that their libraries would lend thanselves to
a cooperative policy of acquisitioning* These librarians represented
Spelman College and Atlanta Ikiiversity* The Interdenominational
Theological Center librarian would need to know more about the conditions
of cooperation first* The r«aaini.ng two librarians answered negatively*
Three librarians, those of Spelman College, Clark College and the
Interdencndnational Theological Center affirmed that their libraries
would lend themselves to a cooperative policy of discarding* One
librarian gave the only negative reply concerning cooperative binding*
STimmaiy
This chapter reported on the various practices and policies
involved in the technical processing of religious periodicals in the
Center* In summarization one should note that the treatment accorded
religiotis periodicals differed in no way from that of other periodicals,
that the perc«itages of budgets spent on religious periodicals varied
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from less than five per cent to 20 per cent and that only Atlanta
IMiverslty had a special division and staff member for processing and
servicing its periodicals'* It should also be noted that although
methods of selecting periodicals vary from one institution to the other^
all foUov the advice of faculty members and the requirements of the
curriculum'* No institution in the Center catalogs or classifies its
periodicals'* A system of checking and displaying is used exclusively*
Finally^ all libraries in the Center do not provide open
shelves for all periodicals, but students may request titles at the
service desks'* Duplicate titles are subject to a variety of treatment;
the7 ^7 exchanged, given aeay, clipped, bound, discarded to make
space for other titles, or may be destroyed or sold as waste paper*
Four of the five libraries under study expressed a willingness to




The purpose of this surrey vas to provide a union list and to
present a con^rehensive viev of the religious periodical holdings in the
five libraries of the Atlanta Ihiiversity Center* From this research
project^ each library in the Atlanta University Center should now be able
to view the currmt status of religious periodicals found in the Center*
The procedures of acquiring, processing and servicing these periodicals
by each institution in the Center may new be examined*
In Chapter I, a brief history of the institutions in the Center
was given, along with a review of the characteristics of their curricula
in the field of religion* These characteristics may be summarized as
being in the areas of Biblical, historical, theological and practical
studies primarily related to the Chzlstlan religion but including
religion in general*
A review of the quantitative and qualitative measurements of the
religious periodicals as held by the libraries was also given* This
included a report of the complete holdings of each library*
In Chapter II, the various practices and policies involved in
the technical processing of religious periodicals in the Center were
analyzed from data which were acq\iired froa the five librarians
concerning their methods of acquiring, processing and servicing
religious pexdodicals in the respective libraries'* Religious
periodicals are treated iiie same way as all other periodicals in the
2$
Center* Budgets spent on these periodicals and the methods of acqmring
them varied from library to libraiy"* The range of spending varied from
less than five per cent to 20 per cent of the respective periodical
budgets* Factors affecting their acquisition included the advice of
faculty members, the curriculum of each institution, the systematic
checking of the eocLstlng collection against bibliographies, the routine
checking of advertisements, requests of students and the holdings of
other libraries within the Center* A system of checking and displaying
dominated the processing of these periodicals* Some of these libraries
provided open shelves, but where such a facility was not provided, the
requests of students were honored at a service desk* The five
librarians concerned indicated interest in the development of a
cooperative plan of acquiring, servicing and discarding religiovis




LIST CF GUIDES AND INDICES USED TO
JUSTIFY THE RATING C3F TITLES
AS RELIGIOUS PERIODICAIS
•An Alphabetical Checklist of Selected Basic Periodicals•“ Chicago:
American Theological Idbraiy Association, 1^3* (Mimeographed).
Andover Newton Theological Seminary* "Theological Bibliographies:
Essential Books for a I&nister*s library*" Andover Newton
Quarterly, LVI (1963)*
Case, Shirley Jackson* Biographical Guide to the History of Christianity.
New York: Peter Smith, 1951*
Education Index* Newr York: H*¥* Wilson Ccanpany, 1963•
Essential Books for a Pastor’s Library* 3d ed* Richmond, Virginia:
Faculty of Union Theological Seminary, I960*
Farber, Evan Ira* Classified List of Periodicals for -Oie College
library* Boston: F*W* Faxon, 1957*
Glanzman, George S* and Fitzmyer, Joseph A* An Introductory Bibliograply
for the Study of Scripture* Westminster, Maryland: Newman Press,
^55:
Index to Religions Periodical literature* Chicago: American Theological
libra^ Association, 196^*
International Index* New York: ff*W* Wilson C<m5)arQr, 1963*
Lasor, William Sanford* "Bibliogra^Jiy of the Dead Sea Scrolls, 19U8**
1957." Fuller library Bulletin* im (1958)*
lyle, Gxiy R* and Trumper, Virginia M* Classified list of Periodicals for
the College Libraiy* Boston: F*W* Faxon, 191*8*
Meissner, W.W* Annotated Bibliography in Religion and i^ychology* New
York: Academy of Religion and Mental Health, 1961*
Methodist Periodical Index* Nashville, Tennessee: Methodist Publishing
House, 1963*
Metzger, Bruce* Index to Periodical literature on the Apostle Paul.
Michigan: Eerdmans, 1951*
Readers* Guide to Periodical Literature* New York: H*W* Wilson Coogjany,
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools* Classified List
of Reference Books and Periodicals for College libraries*
Bimdngham, Alabama. 19hf^
27
Ulrich*3 Periodical Directoiy* New York: R.R* Bowker Conqpany, 1963*
Walter, Frank K« "Religious Periodicals in Public, College and




ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS USED
IN UNION LIST








Readers’ Guide to Periodical Idteratrxre
Index to Religious Periodical Literature










Ns - New Series Os > Old Series
A more detailed e3q>lanatlon of the various abbreviations and
symbols used in this union list (Appendix C) would include the following
factors: The title of each periodical in its most current form has been
utilized* For example, instead of using the title Bible Lessons for
Youth Teacherj the title Youth Teacher and Counselor is used* In most
cases, the title of each periodical has been followed by the year it
began publication* These dates were taken from such standard guides as
Ulrich's Periodical Directoiyl^ the Iftilon List of Serials^ and from some
of the periodicals* In many cases it was impossible to establish a date
after reasonable search* Such titles do not carry a date in this xxnion
list*
^Ulrich's Periodical Directory (New York: R*R* Bowker, 1963)*
^Union List of Serials (New York: ff*W* Wilson Company, 19UU)»
29
The institution or institutions holding the periodical titles
were then listed using the abbreviated forms of the institutions* AV,
ITC, MBC, SC and CC respectively represent Atlanta Dhiversity, the
Interdenominational Theological Center, Morris Brown College, Spelman
College and Clark College* The holdings of the titles b7 each
institution follows the abbreviated form used to represent the institu¬
tion* A date included in brackets indicates incon^lete Issues within
the holdings of a volume* A date without brackets indicates a con^lete
set* A date followed by a dash indicates that -Uie library of each
institution represented has a continuous subscription of the title to
date* A dash between two dates indicates a continuity of volumes
between the dates*
At the end of each listing by an insitution the abbreviations
B, UB or H follow respectively indicating that a title is bound,
unbound or on microfilm* Finally, at the end of each con^lete listing




HOLDINGS BT INSTITDTION AND BT DATE
AME CHURCH MAGAZINE UB
AU cl8U2-l8U5»
AME CHURCH REVIEW (188U-
rrc C1960-61, 1963-.















ITC 19U7-U8, 1991- B
Indexed M:»P*I*
AFRICA CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE












AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW (I889-
ITC .1919, 1922, 1927-31, 1936, I960, 1961- B
31
AMERICAN JOURNAL CF ARCHAEOLOGT (1885-
ITC el950r5la 1958-60 c1961, 1962- B
Indexed r«I«
AMERICAN JUDAISM (1873-
ITC .1951-55, 1957-62, UB
AMERICAN mSSIONARI (18U6-
AU i860, 1863-65, 1868-76, 1878-80, 1882-87, 1889-92, 1897,
1912-1915 B
AMERICAN REVIEW OP EASTERN ORTHODOCr (1955-
ITG .1956-57. 1958-59 .1960-, UB
AMERICAN SCHOOLS OF ORIENTAL RESEARCH (1919-




ANGLICAN THEOLOGICAL REVIEW (1918-
rrc .1918, 1920-23, 195U-57. 1958 .1959. I960- B
Indexed I«R«F«L«, I*F«L*A*F«
ANTIOCH REVIEW (19Ul-
AU .19li2, 19U6. 19l^7-^8 el9U9-50, 1951-52 .1953, 195U- UB
ARCHIV REFORMATIONSGESCHICHTE (19Qt;-









ITC 1867-75, 1877 .1961-, UB
Indexed I*R,F*Im
BAPTIST REVIEW AND EXPOSITOR (I90I4-
AU 190U-Q5, 1907, 1910, 1920 B
BEGINNERS LESSON PICTURES (19l4l-
rrc 1914)4, 19)46-19149 B




BIBLE I£SSONS FOR YOUTH
ITC 19U8-^0 B
Indexed
BIBLE LESSOHS FOR YOUTH TEACHER
(See YOUTH TEACHER AND COUNSELOR)
BIBLE SOCIETY RECORD (18U3-
ITC 1950-1959 el960-, UB






ITC «l950a 1951-53 el95U* 1955-57 «1958a 1959-60 .1961-3 B
BIBUCA (1920-
rrc 1^20-37,19U2, i9iil*- B
Indexed I*R«F«L<»^ I*F*ImA«F*
BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGIST (1938-
AU 1938-5U .1955-57* 1962 B
ITC c1939-4;0» 19la-ltU el9li5-4^7a 19U8- B
Indexed i;r.f;l;4 i;f.l;a;p;
BIBLICAL REPOSITORY A CLASSICAL REVIEW (1831-
AU 1831-35, 1837 .1838, 1842, B
BIBLICAL WORLD (1893-











CANADIAN HISTORICAL REVIEW (1920-
ITC 1961 .1962, UB





CATHOUC BIBLICAL QUARTER!! (1939-
ITC 1939-U3 cl9Uk^ 19ii5-Ji9 «195o, 1951-55, 1963- B
IzuiBXCd' X«R«P«L«, I«P«L»A*F«
CATHOLIC WORID (186$-
ITC Ap 1938-Se 19UO, Oc 19U5-lfr 19U6, Oc 19U6-Mp 19U7, Oc 19U7-
Ap 19lt8, Oc 19U9-Se 1951, Ap 1952-Au I960, Oc 1961- B
Indexed RaG*
CEHTRAL CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE





CHILD GUIDANCE IN CHRISTIAN LIVING (I9l*l-
rrc l9l4l^-59, 1963- B
Indexed M*P«I«
CHIIDRENS TEACHER (19^6-






AU 19354i5 c19U6, 19U7-U8 B
Indexed r«r.
CHRISTIAN ACTION (1936-
ITC 19it5-60 .1961-, B
Indexed M.P*I.
CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE (1826-




ITC «Ja, Mr 1923-Je 1926. J7 1926-28, .Ja-Je 1929. Jy-De 1929,
.Ja-Je 1930. Jy-De 1930, 1931-33, Jy-De 193U-Ja-Je 1935,
J7 1935-38,1939-Je 191*0. Jy 19l*0-Je 19la, .Jy-De 191*1.
Ja-Je 191*2, «Jy-De 19l*2, 19l*3 cJy 19U*-Je 191*5. Jy-De 191*5,
Jy-De 19l*6-Je 1950, 1951- B
AU 19254*7, el9l*8, 1950 .1951. 1952 .1953. 195U-59 .I960,
1961- B
CC 1963- UB







ITC *1958, I96I-, UB
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION MAGAZINE (1911-
ITC 1951-53. OB
CHRISTIAN HERALD (I8I8-





rrc i9l*U-57 «1958, 1961-* ub
Indexed M.P*I«
CHRISTIAN INDEI (CME CHURCH)
ITC *1950, 1952-53, 1955, 1959-3 UB
AU *1829. 1830-32 B
CHRISTIAN INDEX (SOUTHERN BAPTIST)
ITC 1956-^7, .1959, I96I-. UB
CHRISTIAN NEWS FROM ISRAEL (19^9-













ITC *1921-25. 1926 *1927-283 1929 *1930-31. 1932 *1933-3U.
1935-38 *1939*423 19^3-14 *19lt5-li7. 1953-56, 1958- B
AU Oc 1930-Je 1931 *1958. 1959-60 *1961. B
Indexed E«I«
35
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE JOURNAL (1883-
ITC 1950, el96l-62, UB
CHRISTIAN SPECTATOR (1826-
AU Ns 1826-36, 1838 B
CHRISTIAN THOUGHT (188U-
ITC 1887-93 B


















ITC cl935-la» 19U2-4a* c19\6~61u> 1955-56 .1957, 1959- B
CHURCH OF GOD (I9I4U-
ITC .1962-. UB







ITC .191*9-50, 1951-53 -1955* 1956-59 .1960-62, 1963- B
CITY CHURCH (1950-





COriEGE OF THE BIBIE QUARTERU (1959-
ITC .1938, 195U-56a 1957-59 el960-, UB
Indexed r«R'«F«L'*
CC»flffiNTARI (19U5-





MBC 1959-61 el962». B
Indexed R*G*
CONCERN (19U7-
ITC el96l-62a 1963- UB
Indexed H«F«I«
CONCORDIA THEOLOGICAL MONTHU (1930-
ITC el956a 1957 €1961-62, 1963- UB
MBC 1962- B
CC 1963- UB
AU 1956, 1958- B
Indexed I«R«F^L*, I*F«L*A*F«
CONGO MISSIONS NEWS (1913-
ITC 1951-52, i95i;-57 b
CONGRBGATIONAIIST St RECQRDER










ITC *1962, 1963- UB
Indexed r.R.F.L*
DOWNSIDE REVIEW (1880-
ITC ,1961, 1962- UB
37
DREW GATEWAY (1930-










ITC .1956-57, 1959, 1961-. UB
AU 1961-, B
Indexed I•R












AU .1926-1950, 1951 .1952-55. UB
EIPOSITOR (1875-
ITC .1925, 1950, 1953 UB
Indexed I«P«L«A«P«
ETPOSITC^I TIMES (1889-
ITC .1961, 1962- UB
Indexed r*R«F*L«, I*P»L*A*P*
FAITH AND FREEDOM (149-
ITC 1953r56 UB
FEDERAL COUNCIL BUMETIN (1918-
ITC 1918^0 M
FELLOWSHIP (1935-





ITC 1958-61 el962-. UB
FREEDMAN
ITC 1952-^U, 1958-59, «1962, 1963- B


















ITC 1935-37, 1939-42, 19UU-5U, 1956-59, 1962 UB
Indexed X«R*F«L*
HARVARD THEOLOGICAL REVIEW (1908-
ITC 1908-21 .1922-23. 1958, I960 .1961-62. 1963- M
Indexed I*I*, I*P*L«A«F«
HIBBERT JOURNAL (1902--
ITC 1907-15 .1916-18. 1919-20 .1922-25. 1926, 1929-30 .1931-32.
1936-38 .1939. 1940-41, .1942-45. 1946 .1947. 1948-52
.1953-54. 1955- B













ITC 1878-1883, 1885-1897, 1899, 1916 B











INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ETHICS
(See ETHICS)
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF REUGIOUS EDUCATION (192U-
rrc cl92U-29» 1930 «1931-51» 19^2- B
AU 1951-5U, I960- B
MBC el956-59a I960- B
SC b195U-58» 1959- UB
Indexed E«I«
INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF MISSIONS (1912-
ITC 1912-i;7-el9U83 19U9- B
AU el928-31» UB













JEWISH QUAHTERLI REVIEW (1910-
ITC .1910-11, 1911-13 «1913-15» 19l5-li7 «19l+7-lt8, 19l;8- B
AU 1956- B
Ind.6X6<l X«R«P«I»» f I«P*I>«A«P*
JOURNAL FCE THE SCIENTIFIC STODI OF RELIGION (1961-
ITC .1962-, UB
Indexed I«R*P«L.
JOURNAL OF ASIAN STUDIES (19Ul-
AD I960- B
Indexed I*I*
JOURNAL OF BIBLE AND RELIGION (1932-
ITC 1933- B
AU .l9li9-5o, 1951-61 .1962-, B
Indexed I*R»P,L«j I»F«L*A«F«
JOURNAL (F BIBLICAL LITERATURE (l88l-
ITC 1881-86, 1913, 1915, 1918-20, 1922-2U, 1926, 1928- B
AU .19U8, 19U9- B
CC 1963- BB
Indexed I*I«, I*R«P»L*, IftF«L«A«P«
JOURNAL OF ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORI (1^50-
ITC .1951. 1952-58 .1959> 1961- B
Induced I»R«P*L*, I#P*L«AftP*
JOURNAL OF JEWISH CCI4HUNAL SERVICE
AU .1956-57» 1957-58 .1958-60, i960- B
JOURNAL OP JEWISH STUDIES (19U8-
ITC 1961- B
Indexed IfPfL«A*P*
JOURNAL CF NEAR EASTERN STUDIES (19l|2-
ITC 1963- B
AU I9it2 .19U3. 19Ui-U9, 1951-53, 1955 *1957. 1958 .1959.
1560- B
Indexed 1,1,, I«P.L.A«P*
JOURNAL OF PASTORAL CARE (19l;7-
ITC .1952-53, 1958, 1959, 1961-62 .1963- B
Indexed I«R«P*1m
JOURNAL OF PRESBYTERIAN HISTORY
ITC .191*64^7, 19U?,.1958, 1963-. UB
JOURNAL OF RELIGION (1921-
ITC 1921-55, 1958- B
Indexed 1.1., I.P.L.A.P.
JOURNAL OF RELIGION AND HEALTH (1961-
ITC 1961-. . , B
Indexed I*R»P«L«
Ui
JOURNAL OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
UB
UB
JOURNAL OF RELIGIOUS THOUGHT (19U3
ITC .1962-,
Indexed I*R«P«L. UB
JOURNAL OF’THE" HISTORY OF IDEAS
ITC 19U7-50 el95l» 1952-59, 1961- B
JOURNAL OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES (1899-











KERYGMA UND DOGMA (1955-
ITC 1955-58, I960- B
Indexed I.P.L.A.P.










UTERARY & THEOLOGICAL RE7IEW (1834-
AU 1834-35 B
LITURGICAL ARTS (1931-
ITC 1^37-39, 1944, 1958- B
LIVING CHURCH AND LONDON QUARTERLY
ITC CI96I-. UB
U2






MENNONITE QUARTERLY REVIEW (1927-
ITC 1963- DB
Indexed I.R*P.L*
MENORAH JOURNAL & UNITY (1915-






ITC N3 1963- ■ UB
METHODIST LAYMAN
ITC c19U9-53> 195U el955-» UB
Indexed M»P»I»
METHODIST REVIEW (I8I8-
ITC 1890-1909 *1910» 1911-30 B
AU 1843^18^5- B
METHODIST RURAL FELLOWSHIP BULLETIN (1941-
ITC c1949, 1951-^2, 1953 .1954= 1955-56 .1957-. UB
METHODIST STORY
ITC 1957-60 «196l-a UB
Indexed M*P«I«
METHODIST WOMAN (1940-
ITC c19493 1956-58, I96I cl962-, UB
Indexed M«P.I*
KTLITART CHAPLAIN'S BULLETIN (1930-
ITC el955-» UB
MISSIONARY HERALD (1819-
ITC Os 1821-42, 1844 B
AU 1821-28, 1831, 1833-35. 1839-40, 1842, 1844, 1846, I867-
1871, 1886-1891, 194344, 1950 B
MISSIONARY MAGAZINE





MISSIONARY REVIEW OF THE WORLD (1888-
ITC Ns 1890-91, 1893-91* c1895= I896, 1899, 1903





ITC «l9ii93 1950-51* .19553 1956 .1957. 1958 .1959-3









ITC .1961* 1962- UB
Indexed I.RaP.L.
MOTIVE (19l*l-







ITC 1911-1*8 .1950, 1957, 1961- B
Indexed I.R.P.L* M
NATIONAL CHRISTIAN COUNCIL REVIEW
rrc .1935, 19374*33 UB
NATIONAL COUNCIL OUTLOOK
ITC 1951-58 .19593, UB
NAVY CHAPLAIN'S BULLETIN
ITC .1962-. - UB
NEW CENTURY lEADER (1899-
ITC 1950, l95i*-55 B
NEW TESTAMENT ABSTRACTS (1953-
ITC 1956 .1960-61* 1962- B
Indexed I«R*P*L«, I*P*L*A*P«
NEW TESTAMENT STUDIES (1951*-
ITC 1951*- B
NEJCUS











ITC c1958, 1961, UB
OUTLOOK (1893-
AD 1897, 1501-3U B





ITC el950-5l3 1953- B
MBC 1962- DB
Indexed I*R«P*L»












ITC .1933» 193U-36 .1937* 1938-42 cl9U3-l47* 19U8 cl9U9» 1950-
1951 el952, 1953-55 .1956-58= 1959- UB
PULPIT DIGEST (1936-
ITC .1951, 1956, 1958-= UB
REFCRMED REVIEW (19U7-
ITC 1956 .1957-61= 1962- DB
REFCRMED THEOLOGICAL REVIEW (19U2-
ITC 1958 UB
Indexed I*R«P.L.
RELIGION IN IJFE (1932-
ITC 1932-61 c1962, 1963- B
AU c195Qi- 1952-53 c195U-55» 1957- B
CC 1963- UB
Indexed I.I., M.P,I., I.P.L.A.P.
RELIGIOUS MD IHEOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS (1957-
ITC c1959= 1961 c1962, UB
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION (193U-
ITC 1906-53, 1954- M
AU 1914-18 cl919, 1920, 1922, 1924-253 1926-1945 .1946-493
1950- B












SCOTTISH JOURNAL OF THEOLOGY (1948-











SPIRIT OF MISSIONS (1835-
AU, 1849 BB
STAR OF ZION








STUDIES IN CHRISTIAN LI7INQ












ITC .1953-55, 1959-62, UB
Indeed r«P*L'»A'«F«
THEOLOGY TODAY (19ilii-
ITC .I9I4U-U53 ’191*5-^16 «19l|64t73 1948- B




ITC 1956-58 .1959-a UB
CC 1963- UB
Indexed
TOWN AND COUNTRY CHURCH (1943-







UNION SEMINARY QUARTERLY REVIEW (1945-
ITC .1945-51. 1951-53, .1954^56, 1957-58, 1959- B
Indexed I«R«P«L«
h7
UNITED CHURCH HERAID (19^8-
ITC cl^8^ UB







Indflocod I*R«P«lMf XtP*Ii«AaP« B
VISITORS lEAFLET (19U2-
ITC l^iiJi-5U, 1956- B
WATCHI4&N-EIAMINER (1819-
ITC Ns el938, 19UO-U5, 19U7, 191*9-= UB
SC 1953- UB






WESTMINSTER THEOLOGICAL JOURNAL (1938-
rrc. 1958- UB
Indexed I«R*F«L*^ I«P*L#A*F*





WCELD CHRISTIAN EDUCATION (19U3-
ITC .1961, 1962 .1963= UB
WORLD OUTLOOK (1911-
ITC Ns .191*6-51*3 1955-57 .1958- UB
Indexed M^P«r*
WORLDVIEW (1958-
ITC .1958-62, 1963- DB
YOUTH TEACHER AND COUNSELOR (191*5-
ITC 191*9- B
Indexed M«P*I*




ZEITSCHRIFT F’DR DIE NEUTESTAMENTEICHE WISSEagSCHAFT (1900-
ITC 1900-62 c1963-3, . . B
Indexed I«R«F«Iii«j I*F«Ii*A*P*
ZI0N»S TTm&TJ^ (1823-
ITC 1931-33, 19U0, 19U74;8, 1950-52 b1955> 1956-58 .1959, 1961-,
U9
APPENDIX D
QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE ACQUISITIONIfC, PROCESSING
AND SERVICING OF RELIGIOUS PERIODICAIS
IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSHT CENTER,
1961i
AGQUISITIONING
r* Are religious periodicals in this library subject to the same
treatment as all other periodicals?
Yes ( ) No ( ) If no, please state the difference*
2* lijhat percentage of the library's budget is spent on religious
periodicals? Please circle the figure which is representative*
0 ^ 10 15 20 25 30 3$ ho li5 $0 55 60 65 70
3* Does your library maintain a special division for processing
periodicals? Yes ( ) No ( )
U* Does your library maintain a special division for servicing
periodicals? Yes ( ) No ( )
5* Does your library have a special staff member for processing
periodicals? Yes ( ) No ( ) If no, please state the position of
the person who processes periodicals*
Does your library have a special staff member for servicing
periodicals? Yes ( ) No ( ) If no, please state the position of
the person who services periodicals*
$0
Acquisitionlng (continued)
6, In the selection of periodicals, do you depend on any of the
following? (Please check)
( ) Advice of faculty meanbers
( ) The curilculum of the institution
( ) The traditions of the institution
( ) Systematic checking of the existing collection
against bibli<^raphies
( ) Routine checking of advertisements
( ) Requests of students
( ) The holdings of the other institutions vithin the
Center
( ) Other means, please list
PROCESSING
r» In the processing of religious periodicals do you foUcw the
routine of any of the foUcwing: (Please check)
( ) Cataloging ••• System vised
( ) Classifying •• System vised
( ) Checking System used
( ) Displaying Hoir?
Please indicate any other routine practices involved in processing
periodicals at this library
51
SERVICING
!• Does this library proivide open shelves for cinrent periodicals?
(Please check one) All Some None
2« Does this library provide open shelves for back Issues of
periodicals? (Please check one) All ^Some None
If you checked ( Some) under the above two questions please
specify the conditions under which a student may have free access to
periodical3»
3* liAiat is done with duplicate copies of periodicals at this
library?
U* Ihider what conditions does the library discard periodicals?
What is done with discarded periodicals?
)
$0 Would your library lend itself to a cooperative policy of






McDiarmld, Errett W, The Library Stirvey* Chicago* American Library
Association^ 19U0.
Osborn, Andreir D* Serial Pablications; Their Place and Treatment in
Libraries^ Chicago: American Libraiy Association, 1955*
Sheehan, Helen. The Small College library, Westminster, Md.* Newman
Press, 1963•
Ulrich*8 Periodical Directory. New York* R.R. Bowker, I963.
Union List of Serials. New York* H.W, Wilson Con5)any, 19Ui*
Wilson, Louis Round and Tauber, Maurice F. The University libraiy; Its
Organization, Administration and Functions. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 19h5.
Wulfekoetter, Gertrude. Acquisition Work* Processes Involved in
l^ilding Libre^ Collections. Seattle* tkiiversity of Washing-
ton Press, 1961.
Periodicals
Judah, J. Stillson, "Report of the Committee on Periodical Indexing,"
in the Summary of Proceedings, Eighth Aimual Conference.
American Theological Library Association. Chicago, June l5-
17, 195k.
Library Literature. New York* H,W, Wilson Coii5)any, 1921-63.
Sieben-ltorgen, Ruth. "Next* A Religious Index?" Libraiy Journal,
mi (September, 1937), 67k.
Walter, Frank K. "Religious Periodicals in Public, College and tkilver*
sity Libraries," Library Journal, IX (August, 1935), 602-603.
College Catalogs
Atlanta University. Atlanta University Bulletin. Catalogue, 1962.
Clark College. Clark College Bulletin, Ninety-sixth Annual Catalogue.
1963.
Interdenominational Theological Center. Interdenominational Theological
Center Bulletin. 1962.
53
Morehouse College'* Morehouse College Bulletin* Catalogue, 1962-63*
Morris Brown College* Morris Brown College Bulletin* Catalogue* 1962-
63.
Spelinan College* Spelman Collie Bulletin* Catalogue, 1960-62*
